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the best mosaic generator ( besides through the fun ) hey guys. i'm back again. so happy its that time of the week. you all
might know what i mean. i have been busy with an amazing project for the last 3 days. that gives me high hopes that my week
will be full of great projects and of course lots of fun and relax ( don't want to be just serious ) that I have done this last week. i
did spend the 2 first days of this week with a broken leg, but today i'm now fine and hope i'm going to enjoy this week. the last
week i didn't have much time to write about projects, so you will miss those. but i'm here on the verge of the next week and
can't wait to share more. some days my head is full of ideas and tasks to be done. but right now, a month before christmas, it
seems like there isn't much to say. i guess everyone else is also busy preparing of the newest christmas moment. at least i hope
everyone is like that. and speaking about christmas i really hope that you all are as happy as i am. lately there have been so
much happening with my life. and i'm not telling you that i'm not happy with everything, because that's not true. in the
christmas i'm not only looking forward to the holidays. that's just a small part of my life. i'm looking forward to spending time
with my family and friends. it's a special time to celebrate and just to relax. that's the most important thing for me right now.
it's not a new thing that i think of this sometimes, but this christmas time is much different than before. i am less focused and
more relaxed and free. and the holidays. they have so much meaning to me and i cherish them. i think my christmas won't be
as special than last year. well i don't know if it is or not but i will enjoy it nevertheless. and one more thing i will say in this post.
is that i have been thinking of doing this for a while ( for a while since i started the blog and i am also a mother now, so i don't
have as much free time as before ), but now i think about it more than ever before. i have so many ideas. and i want to do
them. and because i also love to write it is that time to start writing and sharing these ideas. i hope you will enjoy this post
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